Introduction {#Sec1}
============

There have been many reports on the physical characteristics of cancer cells as they pass through the epithelial--mesenchymal transition and also the necessity of changes in the properties of the extracellular matrix (ECM) associated with that process and with cancer expansion \[[@CR1]--[@CR5]\]. In contrast, the role of the ECM in the very early development of a malignant tumour is a poorly researched area. We suggest that a change in the physical micro- and nano-environment enables the expression of oncogenes in tumourigenesis.

Here we discuss an early process that results in development of a tumour. The ECM changes to a state that no longer possesses biophysical and biochemical properties that control for healthy cell behaviour. Then genetic variations that have occurred can now express associated aberrant activity. Here we use the word 'trigger' to describe the effect of disruption of the ECM and loss of homeostasis that is the immediate chronological precursor of initiation of a malign tumour. For the ECM to have this effect there must be accessible genetic dysfunction, a state we term 'loading'. The consequence of 'triggering the loaded pistol' is development of a clonal tumour.

The matter of cancer cure has been of concern for millennia. There have been numerous targeted methodologies proposed. Most recently there has been a huge effort expended on identification and quantitation of gene mutations that together might result in uncontrolled proliferation \[[@CR6], [@CR7]\]. Latterly, also, the release and enhancement of the immunological system, a revisiting of an old concept, is proving encouraging. There has been an underlying assumption that these efforts to improve treatment methodologies will themselves explain the initiation of a tumour. However it is possible that the triggering of cancer growth occurs via a different or modified mechanism from that which promotes cancer spread.

This review extends the idea that potential tumour initiation genesis is held at bay until a permissive environment develops \[[@CR8]\]. Versions of schema that explain tumourigenesis by invoking a permissive environment more recently include the development of a variety of genetic-escape mechanisms and thence involvement of well-studied pathways, such as those involving integrins \[[@CR9]\] or tumour suppressor genes \[[@CR10]\]. Other hypotheses suggest that genetic instability is induced, for example by viral infection \[[@CR11]\]. These all involve numerous steps with complex processes involving unidentified inducers of pathway activation followed by secretion of factors from the stromal cells of the ECM. However, unequivocal direct evidence for these processes in very early tumour initiation is absent and details are poorly identified. We suggest that simpler schema for tumourigenesis based on an understanding of the biophysics of the ECM \[[@CR12]\] are sufficient to provide the basic mechanism.

This review suggests that the biophysics of a normal ECM inhibits expression of an oncogenic mutation, but the tumour phenotype is permitted when disruption of the ECM integrity has occurred. Here we will integrate evidence that is consistent with this hypothesis from several approaches, including experimental alteration of the in vitro physical micro- and nano-environment, orthotopic transplants, clinical and laboratory observation of mutations of ECM-related genes, external physical trauma and scar formation, and disruption of the ECM by aging. This review gathers evidence for the proposal from a wide range of subdisciplines---biochemistry, stereochemistry, mathematical modelling, epidemiology, cytoplasmic signalling pathways, epigenetics, mechanics, genetics, transduction processes and so on, and it networks a wide range of scales to tumourigenesis and thereby provides a coherent narrative for the manner in which mechanotransduction is fundamental to early tumour development (via oncogene expression). The importance of these considerations lies in their potential to address the discordances of many current hypotheses around tumour initiation. The review ends with illustrations of the possibility of reverting tumour cells to a normal phenotype by restoring healthy homeostasis conditions in the ECM.

Empirical Data and Current Speculation {#Sec2}
======================================

In spite of the research community having spent billions of dollars and committing a mammoth number of work-hours there remain some lingering and fundamental questions regarding cancer growth. Progress has been modest and is partly limited by lack of understanding of the pathways related to the trigger of tumourigenesis. One type of conundrum is illustrated by germline mutations such as those of BRCA. Their presence foretells the appearance of breast cancer in 45--60% of women by the age 70 \[[@CR13]\]; thus a substantial number of the women do *not* get cancer, and those that do have it only in restricted parts of the body, which indicates that a BRCA mutation is not expressed except within a relevant biological/biophysical environment. Other questions revolve around the observation that cancer is usually a disease of old age \[[@CR14]\]. Many consensus explanations are based on the proposition that a threshold number of mutations must be acquired and be effective (such as being unrepaired or being resistant to immunological responses) before oncogenic activity is manifest. However while noting that mutations occur mainly at the time of cell division (e.g. \[[@CR15]--[@CR17]\]), which is most frequent when tissues are developing early in life, it has been observed that accumulation of mutations or accumulation of gene disruptions do not exhibit the same time profiles as cancer incidence \[[@CR18], [@CR19]\]. Further, stem cell populations, which are associated with potential entrenchment of mutations, are highest in the early postnatal period, and conversely stem cell divisions are most frequent prior to our late teenage years \[[@CR19]\], again exhibiting patterns widely different from the profile of cancer incidence. Therefore it seems unlikely that the accumulation of mutations can be the prime factor in cancer appearance \[[@CR19]\]. This conclusion is in agreement with mathematical models that estimated fitness of single cells and subsequent clonal expansion mutation rates, having taken cognisance of the balance between drift versus selection and stabilising versus directional processes \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\] and for which inclusion of other parameters such as immunological responses were not necessary.

Mechanical Forces {#Sec3}
=================

The knowledge that mechanical forces alter cell behaviour, has been extant in communities over the ages, including the Neanderthals, the ancient Greeks, Romans and Indians \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]. That effects of forces occur at the cellular level was simply demonstrated on the space station where cultured cells in microgravity exhibited a difference in expression of over 15% of the 100,000 genes studied compared with cells cultured at normal gravity. Importantly in this discussion of tissue modification by forces, is the observation that those changes were consistently in genes associated with the cytoskeleton, such as, actin, fibrils, tubules and so on in a range of cancer cell types \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. The importance of this association lies in the well-known mantra that echoes the tight relationship between structure of cells and tissues and their functioning. There are numerous publications reporting the connection between cell growth and division with the morphology of cells \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\]. Thus an alteration of cytoskeletal arrangement induced by mechanical forces will logically modify function and behaviour of the cells. With particular relevance to the understanding of cancer proliferation, control by mechanical forces and cell shaping includes that of the cell cycle \[[@CR29]\].

There are now numerous publications at the cell level \[[@CR30]\] on the effects of a variety of types of forces (e.g. tensile, contractile, shear and others) on cells from a range of tissues e.g. bone \[[@CR31]\], brain \[[@CR32]\], liver \[[@CR33]\], ovary \[[@CR34]\], muscle \[[@CR35]\], skin \[[@CR36]\] and other organ tissues. There is supporting evidence being steadily reported \[[@CR12], [@CR37]--[@CR39]\] that cancer cells are similarly responsive to mechanical forces. Indeed, evidence that physical exercise has a noticeable effect on cancer development is accumulating from a variety of studies \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\].

Bio-physics and Cancer {#Sec4}
======================

"If the biophysics of the environment controls cell behaviour then alteration of the environment will induce different cell behaviours."

An example of modulation of cell behaviour by altering the environment but *without* growth factor addition or gene modification is the observation \[[@CR42]\] that the phenotype expressed by MCF-10A cells was dependent on collagen levels in culture media, and was manifest as either (i) single cells, (ii) acinar structures with single cell-to-cell extensions, or (iii) acinar structures with two cell-to-cell attachments, which provide potential to form a community of cells linked by inter-cell communications. In another study it was observed \[[@CR38]\] that the appropriate *physical* microenvironment is able to promote the cancer stem cell phenotype. Cells of the murine B16 melanoma cell lines were cultured on a variety of circular patterns. Cells on the perimeter islands of a culture exhibited morphology, proliferation and integrin expression that was sensitive to pattern sizes. Further, concave and convex curvature of a torus induced distinguishable effects. Interestingly, cells incubated on patterned areas exhibited higher tumourigenicity. In a third example we developed a method to replicate cell-like features with a nanometre level of resolution onto polystyrene \[[@CR43]--[@CR45]\] with positive or negative aspect (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We thence cultured cells on those surfaces (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A small set of our results is presented in Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} \[[@CR46]\]. Here we illustrate that cancer cells of the Ishikawa cell line, when cultured on a substrate imprinted with cell-like features, exhibited different properties to cells cultured on a flat surface. The properties included higher cytokeratin expression, higher integrin expression and, importantly, altered cell growth rate. Thus the differences in cells occurred with the same genotype and the same chemistry, *but* with a different physical architecture of the environment.Fig. 1Physical topography of the substrate of cell culture regulates cell function independent of genotype and growth factors. **a** Atomic force microscope images of negative (concave) (left) and positive (convex) (right) bioimprinted replication of cells (nasal chondrocytes) prepared in polystyrene. Membrane pores are imaged as protrusions in the negative bioimprint and as concave pores in the positive bioimprint \[[@CR44]\] (with permission of IOP Publishing). **b** Top: a cartoon of cells on flat, negative aspect and positive aspect bioimprints. Bottom: a cartoon of cells attached at focal adhesion points (yellow dot) to substrate. **c** The effect of topography (flat, yellow; negative, blue; positive, burgundy) on Ishikawa cancer cells is illustrated for cytokeratin-18 expression (left), β1-integrin expression (centre) and cell number (right) following 60 h culture \[[@CR46]\] (with permission of Dove Medical Press)

These three studies \[[@CR38], [@CR42], [@CR46]\] and others, e.g. \[[@CR47]--[@CR49]\] using different models, observed that the physical characteristics of the substrate regulated central factors of cell functioning and of the cancerous phenotype, *independent* of gene modification.

Extracellular Matrix {#Sec5}
====================

"If the ECM provides informational signals for the cell then aspects of connectivity can be characterised between ECM proteins and cell functioning."

The physiological mechanism of applying forces to a cell will be largely via the ECM, which consists of a complex mixture of molecules, and has been characterised as possessing \~300 proteins \[[@CR50]\]. The interactions between the ECM and the cell occur by various pathway complexes that involve, for example, ion channels, stretch-activated channels and cadherins \[[@CR51]--[@CR54]\]. In this review we discuss events that focus on the ECM protein polymer, collagen, and its binding with integrins at the cell membrane. A brief schema of this topic is illustrated in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In vivo, in the relevant environment the most important compounds in the ECM are the protein polymers, namely collagen and fibronectin \[[@CR50]\].Fig. 2A diagram depicting the communication between polymers, collagen and fibronectin, in the ECM with the intracytoplasmic machinery of a cell via integrins

Collagen is a left-handed polypeptide, three strands of which form a triple right-handed helix, called a fibril. Fibrils form bundles to construct fibres. Fibronectin is a polymer made of three types of fibronectin subunits. These are arranged to include binding sites, for example, for collagen and integrin. Fibronectin exists as an antiparallel dimer with two nearly identical monomers linked by two disulphide bonds. In the exterior of the cell, these polymers receive signals partly in the form of mechanical forces and, in response, the polymers will alter their conformations. The polymeric structures can be stretched \[[@CR55]\] to expose cryptic binding sites, which are sometimes buried within the quaternary and tertiary structures, and thereby enhance interactive efficiency on processes that provide regulatory information targeted to a cell \[[@CR56]--[@CR59]\]. Similarly, extension of the polymer may alter coordination between multiple binding sites \[[@CR60], [@CR61]\]. Conversely some structural changes (e.g. elasticity, stiffness, bendability) may disrupt the binding stereochemistry and reduce the efficiency of regulation of cell behaviour.

It has been noted \[[@CR62]\] that responses of collagen to mechanical signals can be described at four scale levels, namely molecular scale, fibrillar scale, the microscale, and the macroscale. Sequences of collagen binding partners have been mapped onto fibrillar collagen, alignment of collagen structures occurring under the influence of physical forces \[[@CR62]\].

In fibronectin the receptors for binding to such as collagen or the sequences for binding to integrins are constructed using the arrangement of subunits. Each subunit has a molecular weight of 230--250 kDa. The type III subunit does not contain the disulphide bonds found in the other two subtypes and is therefore more readily available for unfolding under mechanical force. Fibronectin functions as fibrils, which are bundles that are 10 nm to \>1 um in diameter and lengths of tens of micrometre \[[@CR60]\]. Crosslinking of fibres is at least partly by means of hydrogen bonds. The fibronectin fibre properties derive from a mix of folding, unfolding, stretching, and contracting leading to the binding characteristics of ligands being sensitive to strain. In addition tissue properties are influenced by substantially increased rigidity of fibronectin fibre as it is extended e.g. 1--2 MPa to 50 kPa, a characteristic that influences the binding of strain-sensitive ligands. It has been observed that fibronectin can be stretched up to sevenfold. Co-assembly of collagen and fibronectin modifies proliferation and morphology by variations of spatial architecture, and mediates local variations of cell activities \[[@CR63], [@CR64]\].

Thus, these arrangements constitute a large repository of biological information and a centre of signalling regulation. There are both an array of receptors that are available to binding partners or not, and a plastic physical architecture of the matrix, in which forces acting on collagen and other ECM components may alter their polymeric physicochemistry, orientation and level of deposition \[[@CR65], [@CR66]\]. The polymers of the ECM may interact with a cell via integrins, which are cross-membrane receptors and which transduce the mechanical signal to the intracellular pathways. Thus the biophysical environment, is central to the regulation of cell behaviour. This arrangement ensures that if the environment is one that is compatible with normal healthy functioning of the cell, the cell will respond such that healthy homeostasis is maintained \[[@CR19], [@CR67]\]. The details that relate to such situations continue to be investigated by approaches including mathematical modelling \[[@CR4]\].

Mechanisms Linking Mechanics to Biology {#Sec6}
=======================================

"If ECM connectivity to the cancer cell is recognised then there will be a discernible associated mechanism."

A limited schema containing some pathway details by which these mechanical forces are able to alter gene expression and cell functioning is depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. As noted, the elements of the cytoskeleton, which underlies cell morphology, are components central to mechanotransduction of signals from the physical environment via the ECM \[[@CR68]\]. Following application of mechanical forces, a series of events can be described that in coordination provide regulatory signals which alters gene expression at the nucleus \[[@CR56], [@CR65], [@CR67], [@CR69], [@CR70]\].Fig. 3A schema of pathways available for transduction of mechanical forces in the exterior of the cell which alter the stereochemistry and biophysics of polymers in the ECM. Participation of the focal adhesion complex and the LINC complex, which connect via actin and the cytoskeleton, take the mechanical signal to the nucleus and regulatory processes that act at a gene level

Upon ECM molecule binding there is activation of integrin and the focal adhesion complex. Subsequently regulation of tensile actomyosin forces and actin reorganization occurs. The linker of nucleoskeleton and cytoskeleton (LINC) complex is conceptually the intracellular node between the cytoplasm and the nucleus. Physical propagation of forces from actin to the nucleus results in a mechanically regulated nuclear transport mechanism mediated by the LINC complex inducing chromatin organization and gene transcription \[[@CR71], [@CR72]\]. Some studies suggest a direct interaction between the SUN protein in the LINC complex and chromatin \[[@CR73], [@CR74]\]. Thereby links between the mechanical properties of the ECM and chromatin \[[@CR75]\] are functionalised. Indeed, the processes that occur at the nucleus and modify gene activity as a result of distal mechanical forces are the subject of mathematical models \[[@CR4], [@CR65]\] that explore these pathways.

These signalling processes provide capability for the ECM to modulate, regulate, activate, or suppress the activity of connected genes \[[@CR12]\]. The homeostasis of a cell is consequently dependent to a substantial extent on the properties of the ECM. The corollary of that deduction is that *disturbance of the ECM* may have potential to induce disruption of the cell's regulation and thence its *functioning*. Thus we might predict that alteration of collagen, for example, will potentially lead to the environment being no longer compatible with healthy homeostasis, and that pathological cell behaviour results. The fact that in this circumstance the ECM and other environmental factors are unable to maintain homeostasis and do not suppress potential pathologies means that a cell expressing, say, a tumourigenic mutation, may now, in a disrupted environment, be able to proliferate, form a clone and develop into a tumour by Darwinian-type selection by fitness. Thus, whereas in the patent homeostasis the loaded oncogenes would be inhibited from expression, in the presence of a relevant disturbance of the ECM the inhibition would be removed i.e. proliferation is triggered. The environment then is a better fit for a cell containing an effective mutation and less fit for a normal cell. Thence selective survival occurs for the clone associated with cells loaded with the mutation and a tumour grows containing cells with poor proliferation control.

It was demonstrated, by examples above, that altering topography, stiffness or other physical characteristics will modify properties of the cell. Therefore, it can be suggested that disruption of collagen or other ECM elements may trigger tumourigenesis \[[@CR76]\].

Disrupted ECM and Cancer {#Sec7}
========================

"If the ECM is a signalling component of homeostasis then its disruption may be associated with tumour initiation."

A variety of data on cancer associated with a range of features, including mutations, topography and orthotopic transplants, aging, and physical trauma and scar sites, can be comfortably interpreted as being consistent with the hypothesis that the physical architecture of the environment of a cell with a potentially oncogenic mutation is involved in tumour initiation.

Mutations {#Sec8}
---------

"If ECM is vital then mutations of ECM proteins may be associated with tumour development."

Perhaps the most easily identifiable relevant aberrations in the ECM are those caused by gene disruption. Disruption of collagen structure might be directly via *COL* mutations. Alternatively, mutations of other ECM components might occur so that interactions are altered and thence collagen tertiary or quaternary features become modified. On the other hand, some collagen mutations might be structurally benign.(A)Notably, mutations of collagen genes have been observed to be associated with a range of cancers. For example there have been reports of mutations in *COL21A* associated with chondrosarcoma \[[@CR77]\], of disparate mutations in glioblastoma \[[@CR78]\], of the fusion of α chain type 1 of collagen gene and platelet-derived growth factor β gene in dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans \[[@CR79]\], of methylation of the *COL1A2* gene and the promoter region of type IV collagen α5 and α6 chains \[[@CR80]\], of methylation and silencing of collagen expression in hepatocellular carcinoma cell lines \[[@CR80]\], and of methylation of the promoter-5α region of *COL1A2* in pancreatic W8 cells \[[@CR80]\].(B)On the other hand, it would be expected that patients with disease such as dystrophic epidermolysis bullosa (DEB) which has symptoms derived from mutations in *COL7A1* may also develop cancer. Indeed the disease is associated with increased risk of squamous cell carcinoma \[[@CR81]\], and demands continual clinical skin examination of DEB patients. Ehrlers--Donals syndrome (EDS) also has symptoms associated with collagen mutations. However, EDS itself is rare and the uncontrolled growth that develops to a tumour requires the presence also of appropriate oncogenes (as does the initiation of all tumours) meaning that data on cancer incidence associated with EDS is sparse. Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence is available. Patients with EDS have been reported to also have malignant mesothelioma \[[@CR82]\], gastric adenocarcinoma \[[@CR83]\], uterine leiomyoma \[[@CR84]\], mediastinal epithelioid haemangiomaepithelioma, and skin cancer \[[@CR85], [@CR86]\] as well as undefined cancer \[[@CR87]\].

Overall these results suggest that a variation in genes associated with the ECM that lead to disruption of the biophysics of the environment, may trigger tumour initiation following the loading of classical proliferation-enhancing oncogenes.

Orthotopic Transplant and Substrate Topography {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------

"If ECM is vital, then distinct ECM environments may be associated with a variety of tumour cell characteristics in in vivo models."

The differential effect of orthotopic transplantation site observed in several studies is consistent with the physical environment of tumour cells communicating fundamental cues to cell behaviour. An example is that an anaplastic thyroid carcinoma cell line, DRO, exhibited stronger tumourigenicity when implanted in the thyroid gland than in the subcutis. Importantly, a significant level of selectivity was demonstrated by showing there was no such difference in behaviour displayed by cells of an oral squamous cell carcinoma between transplantation to the thyroid and subcutis \[[@CR88]\]. Also, the injection of CT-26 colon carcinoma cells into the caecal wall and spleen produced spleen and liver lesions, which exhibited responses to doxorubicin and 5-fluoracil that were distinct from those of subcutaneous tumours \[[@CR89]\]. Similarly, small-cell lung carcinoma growing orthotopically in the lung had responses to cisplatin and mitomycin C that were distinct from subcutaneous tumours \[[@CR90]\]. In another study cell lines of squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity had stronger growth patterns when orthotopically transplanted to the tongue than if they were in the ectopic subcutis \[[@CR91]\]. Thus, differences in behaviour and drug response with transplantation at ortho- or heterotopic site indicates that genes controlling the proliferation and other cell behaviours are themselves regulated by the biophysical environment.

Aging {#Sec10}
-----

Another way of altering collagen characteristics is by growing old. The change is clearly seen in the appearance of skin, which sags and wrinkles in older individuals as the collagen, which is tightly structured in young tissue becomes fragmented and disorganised as we age. In normal tissue TGFβ oversees a system, which regulates collagen synthesis and subsequent crosslinking of the fibrils, a process that assists in conferring the structure to the polymer that is appropriate for the tissue to maintain homeostasis. TGFβ also participates in regulating a pathway that retains the fabricated structure and inhibits the fragmentation of collagen chains by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (Fig. [4a](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). As we age, or under the influence of other stressors, there arise increased levels of CCN1, which is a protein secreted into the matrix. CCN1 induces disruption of the homeostatic signalling of collagen synthesis and maintenance of its architectural integrity (Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). CCN1 decreases functioning of the TGFβ-mediated processes. Further, CCN1 increases expression of AP1, a transcription factor and also increases expression of TNFα, both of which stimulate MMP activity. MMPs act on collagen polymers to induce fragmentation, and levels of lysyl oxidase (LOX) are also increased. LOX converts aldehydes on lysine residues to a highly active state and crosslinking with other converted aldehyde groups occurs. Thus the collagen fragments that result from MMP activity are connected and stabilised by LOX. Therefore, there is now a disrupted extracellular environment.Fig. 4The effect of aging and other stressors on the regulation of the biophysical properties of collagen. **a** Healthy metabolic control of collagen. **b** The disrupted pathways that lead to aberrant architecture of the cell microenvironment. Grey boxes indicate factors that have increased activity in stressed tissue. **c** Atomic force microscope images of (left) young (20--30 years) skin, intact collagen fibrils are well-organized. In contrast (right) in aged skin (\>80 years), collagen fibrils are fragmented and disorganized \[119\] (with permission of S. Karger AG)

Thus, in the aged environment there has been decoupling of the homeostatic controls that are overseen by TGFβ. There is increased extent of collagen fragmentation, and the stabilisation of fragments by LOX-mediated crosslinking which are highly resistant to proteolytic cleavage. There is an increase in stiffness, and thence the homeostatic condition is destroyed, a relevant loaded oncogene is able to be expressed, and so cells can now undergo uncontrolled proliferation and resist apoptosis. Hence, the increase in stiffness and loss of healthy architecture \[[@CR68], [@CR92], [@CR93]\] may not be side effects of pathological events, such as age-related cancer, rather they appear to be the *trigger* of it \[[@CR57], [@CR94], [@CR95]\]."If aging is itself a factor in ECM disruption then cancer should be a disease associated with old age."

Establishing the details of the mechanistic relationship between aging and cell behaviour is difficult to achieve. Nevertheless, prediction of tissue functioning related to chronological age was determined in a study that investigated maintenance of gene methylation systems \[[@CR96]\]. The results indicated that, surprisingly, breast tissue had a functioning age (methylation) older than other tissues in the body (Fig. [5a, b](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). If tumour genesis is associated with age-related loss of homeostasis then this observation would imply that breast cancer would appear at an earlier chronological age than do cancers of other tissues, and, in practice, this is so (Fig. [5c](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, in this study \[[@CR96]\] it was observed that other biopsied tissues that contained tumours consisted of cells which had aged faster than healthy tissue in the same individuals.Fig. 5The relationship of functional (methylation) age of a tissue to the chronological age of tumour onset. **a** The discordant relationship of functional age of breast tissue (compared to other tissues) \[black oval\] with chronological age \[[@CR96]\] (with permission of Springer Nature). **b** The discordant level of functional age of breast tissue (compared with other tissues) \[red arrow\] with chronological age in an individual woman \[[@CR96]\] (with permission of Springer Nature). **c** Age-specific (Crude) SEER incidence rates by cancer site, all ages, all races, female, 2005--2014. The graph of onset of breast cancer \[red\] is earlier than that, for example, of ovary \[grey square\], colon and rectum \[grey diamond\], lung and bronchus \[grey circle\] and lymphocytic leukaemia \[grey triangle\] \[[@CR14]\]

Therefore, it may be postulated that in young healthy tissue the environment is such that expression of oncogenic mutations is suppressed and clones of normal cells develop---the environment favours normal cells, healthy cells outcompete those with cancerous mutations, and homeostasis is maintained. On the other hand, when the environment is disrupted by aging or other factors, there is aberrant compression, stiffness, extracellular tension, elasticity and topography of the tissue. Thence the alteration of the ECM physical structures and stereochemistry induce either directly or indirectly modification of ECM activities and cell behaviour. For example (i) *Smoking*: Smoking affects ECM regulation of collagen by altering factors such as expression of MMP, and TIMP \[[@CR97]\]. In addition, there are physical effects whereby the micro- and nano-scale particulate matter may interact act with dynamic mechanical forces on polymers, such as collagen \[[@CR98]\]. Further, particles may clog the filtering function of a structured ECM thereby altering ECM-mediated controls, both mechanical and biochemical, thus inducing remodelling of the ECM \[[@CR99]\]. (ii) *Radiation*: Radiation may reduce ECM stiffness partly by eliciting cleavage of peptide bonds in the backbone of the collagen polymer. It has been proposed that collagen in aged individuals will have accumulated damage, including single bond cleavage events, thereby causing changes in the collagen primary structure resulting in destabilisation of the collagen architecture \[[@CR100], [@CR101]\]. (iii) *Inflammation*: The persistence of inflammation at the injury site sustains ECM disorganization, including that of collagen, partly by activating MMPs. Degradation of the ECM and alteration of collagen deposition activates inflammation-related pathways \[[@CR102]\]. Concurrently with matrix degradation, there is inflammation-mediated downregulation of growth and transcription factors that mediate ECM synthesis, such as TGF-$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta$$\end{document}$. These changes alter the mechanical properties of the tissue and thereby alter cell behaviour \[[@CR103]\]. The effect is delayed healing and repair to tissue topography \[[@CR102]\] and provision of a tumour-favourable niche \[[@CR104]\]. (iv) *Bacteria*: Several pathways in natural wound healing are similar to those of tumour development. Wound microbial colonisation may lead to inflammatory states, and an optimal environment for malignant cells to develop as tumours may develop, which are associated with altered gene expression for several ECM proteins and receptors including collagen \[[@CR105]\].

As a result of ECM disruption and remodelling there are alterations in receptor conformations and activity of signalling pathways \[[@CR66]\]; now the inhibition of mutated oncogenic gene expression is destroyed, and tumours develop. Thereby fitness of a cell to its environment is a dynamic property imposed by the environment, not by mutations directing an inherent cell characteristic \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\].

Physical Trauma and Scars {#Sec11}
-------------------------

"If biological ECM-related factors (such as genes of protein polymers and physiological environments) affect tumour initiation, then physical alteration of the ECM might also be associated with tumour initiation."

Following the recognition that many observations are consistent with the biomechanical environment being of prime importance in tumour genesis we are led to question whether physical factors, such as wounds and scars where tissue organisation has been disrupted, may provide an anatomical focus for enhanced tumour growth. Although the topic was considered in some early anecdotal reports there have been few robust studies, possibly due to the investigative emphasis in cancer development being on gene-associated mechanisms. An early investigation of cancer at a prior site of benign lesion \[[@CR106]\] reviewed reports related to non-malignant lesions in skin, in mucous membrane of gastrointestinal tract and genitourinary tract, and in epidermal components of teratomas. The cancer types were squamous cell and transitional cell, and only a few of the cancers in this study were adenocarcinoma and melanoma. It was concluded that physical factors including distortion, tensile stress, and dilation or a group of disturbances such as inflammation, scarring and tensile stress provided an environment compatible with cancer initiation, and not only was destruction of the epithelium involved. Although the latent period was usually in the range 10--70 years some cancers developed rapidly after weeks or months, most often in already atrophic or keratotic aged skin. The report suggested that orderly arrangement (operative scars, colostomy openings, and corns and calluses) was much less often associated with eventual cancer \[[@CR106]\]. In a study conducted on women between 1961 and 1975 it was reported that twelve women presented with breast cancer at the site of old surgical scars \[[@CR107]\]. The scars were vascularized, poorly organized and the areas were more liable to ulceration, degeneration and malignant transformation. The authors were persuaded that the women presented with a distinct entity, namely '*scar-related carcinomas*'. Another investigation, of trauma on development of basal cell carcinoma included burns, sharp trauma, blunt trauma, chicken pox scars and vaccination sites \[[@CR108]\]. Between 1979 and 1986 the authors evaluated 1774 basal cell carcinoma lesions that were treated by Mohs surgery and noted that 129 (7.3%) had a previous history of trauma. Patients with trauma-related tumours were slightly younger, the lesions were larger pre- and post-operation, and were deeper (*p* \< 0.001, \<0.05). The results therefore suggested a difference in behaviour between tumours on areas with previous trauma from those without. A fourth study also considered a connection between physical trauma and breast cancer \[[@CR109]\]. The authors recruited 134 control women without cancer and 67 women with cancer. Sixteen (12%) of the control women reported experiencing a trauma on her breast in the previous 5 years and 35 (52%) of the case women (*p* \< 0.001). This wide statistical difference convinced the authors that the trauma was a *cause* of the cancer. Further, two reports involving hepatocellular function also suggested injury may be an important factor in tumour growth. In the first, a review \[[@CR110]\], the components of 'the wound healing, chronic fibrosis, and cancer progression triad' are noted, in which injury is caused by such as alcohol, hepatitis viruses, excess fat or cholestasis, and an inflammatory response ensues. Then, consequently recruited hepatic stellate cells convert to myofibroblasts, which produce copious amounts of ECM including fibrillary collagen, fibrogenesis takes place and, as a consequence, malignant transformation occurs. The second, a study \[[@CR111]\] focused on a single aetiology, chronic HBV infection. The severity of fibrosis and inflammation specimens were scored using surgical resection in the non-neoplastic liver and it was observed that the patients with Ishak stage 6 had poor overall and recurrence-free survival when compared with patients with Ishak stage 1--5 (*p* \< 0.01). This overall set of results provides further supporting evidence that the biophysical characteristics of the environment affects tumour *genesis*.

The observations that report increased tumour development at sites where the ECM has been physically altered provide statistical evidence that goes beyond anecdotal reports. The observations are consistent with disturbance being a fundamental factor \[[@CR93]\] in tumour initiation. Further, an association between keloids and cancer has been reported \[[@CR112], [@CR113]\]. There are, of course, many occasions where scars are not sites of subsequent tumour growth, probably reflecting that for cancerous behaviour to occur, the disturbance of ECM must be *accompanied* by a loaded tissue-specific oncogene that has potential to elicit uncontrolled proliferation in *that* tissue (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6The overall scheme of the load-trigger hypothesis for tumour initiation. An oncogene is loaded, and triggering of the event of tumourigenesis occurs when disruption of the ECM results in loss of homeostasis

Reversion to a Healthy Phenotype {#Sec12}
================================

"If aberrant biophysics is central to tumour initiation, then repairing the altered biophysics or its signalling pathway might induce tumour reversion."

If physical and mechanical properties of the cellular environment are key in controlling cell behaviour, then the corollary is that alteration of the environment to one that is compatible with healthy homeostasis might redirect a tumourigenic cell to a normal phenotype. The idea of seeking clinical targets in ECM dysfunction has attracted a significant congregation (e.g. \[[@CR114]--[@CR116]\]). The concept of targeting the extracellular environment for clinical manipulation and providing an alternative approach rather than neutralising mutations of a cell pathway gene, has been noted \[[@CR117]\]. In this regard speculative suggestions have been made on the possibility of pharmacologically altering activity in the ECM of, for example, LOX \[[@CR118]\], CCN1 \[[@CR119]\], fibronectin \[[@CR64]\] or FAK \[[@CR120]\], which may provide accessible targets. Intriguingly, it has been suggested \[[@CR101]\] that their studies indicated that therapeutic radiation may be used to beneficially modify ECM mechanical properties. Further, mechanical signals, including tension, compression, and paper taping may be effective in targeting the development of a fibrotic ECM \[[@CR121]\]. Such therapies may enable cancer progression to be halted and be modified to being a manageable chronic but non-lethal disease \[[@CR122]\]. If the physical landscape itself is to be a target for treatment then the possibility of tissue engineering being effective is a topic for exciting speculation \[[@CR123]\].

The concept of biophysically-induced reversion of malignant phenotype to normal phenotype has been investigated in a variety of contexts with evidence of success. If aberrant *communication* between the biophysical environment and the cell is at the foundation of a cell exhibiting a malignant phenotype, then interrupting that communication may be expected to block the transmission of pathological instructions \[[@CR124]\]. During investigation of cells derived from a benign breast lesion it was noticed that a clone exhibiting a malignant phenotype had arisen, in which, instead of organised formation of acinar structures typical of healthy breast tissue, the cells were disorganised and underwent uncontrolled proliferation. A mutation in an integrin gene was identified and antibodies against the mutated integrin gene product were produced. When the cells were incubated with the antibody the cells reverted to a healthy phenotype and formed ordered acinar structures, reverting to the phenotype of the cells from which the clone was originally derived \[[@CR124]\]. Further investigation of this model revealed that cytoskeletal rearrangement was mediated by pathways including EGFR, MEK, Akt, FAK, and RhoA/ROCK signalling, which are important to constructing the phenotype and acinar formation \[[@CR125]\]. Another study \[[@CR126]\] compared cells of a breast cell line (MDA-MB-435S) that were incubated in environments of distinct compositions. When cells were incubated in Matrigel, a common substrate for cell culture experiments, the cell arrangements were disordered cell clusters with polymorphic nuclei and diffuse beta-catenin expression. On the other hand, cells incubated with the self-assembling peptide RADA16 exhibited a healthy phenotype of acinar structures, uniform, polarised nuclei and β-catenin localised at cell-to-cell junctions. The authors concluded that the selection of malignant or non-malignant phenotype when the cells were incubated with one or the other condition was dependent on the biophysical environment rather than alteration of immutable genes. In a further study \[[@CR80]\] using the pancreatic cell line, W8, the characteristics of the pathological phenotype, which results from a mutation of a collagen gene, were ameliorated by successful transfection of a functioning gene. Following transfection, cells adhered more firmly to the substratum, maintained slower growth kinetics, and also exhibited lower tumourigenicity in nude mice. Thus repairing the aberration of collagen production inhibited transformation to the malignant phenotype.

These observations together indicate that the possibility of turning cancer into healthy tissue has been plausibly and strongly illustrated. However, the considerable absence of details still to be acquired in this field is illustrated by the behaviour of cancer cells introduced into orthoptic tissues, where the biophysical environment clearly affects behaviour but does not routinely induce unequivocal reversion. However, some new research supports the concept of executive control of cell function residing in the environment, which can be recruited to revert aberrant cell behaviour to that of a healthy cell. Studies with rat brain oligodendrocyte progenitor cells demonstrated that cells with age-related dysfunction reverted to young healthy behaviour when cultured in a suitable environment of the low stiffness that is associated with that in young rats \[[@CR127]\].

Discussion {#Sec13}
==========

We restricted this paper to discussion of early stage cancer, and excluded changes associated with progression and spread to a metastatic state. Thus, factors involving growth of established tumours, passage of cells through vessel membranes, or invasion of cancers into diverse tissues, were set aside as possibly having underlying mechanisms different from those of tumour initiation. The review provides a template for an alternative approach to understanding tumourigenesis (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The process begins by the loading of an oncogene, either inherited or somatic. Under controlled homeostasis the gene is suppressed. The ECM regulates cell activity via intracellular pathways that are well described by research of healthy and non-cancer pathologies. Later, homeostasis may be upset by factors such as age, smoking, physical injury and so on. The variation in controlling elements triggers the expression of the oncogene (Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). These considerations are becoming more vital in the face of recent observations that in healthy cells there is considerable and widespread presence of particular mutations that have hitherto been associated with cancerous phenotype \[[@CR128], [@CR129]\].

This review provided a distinct context for discussing tumour initiation and a triggering mechanism. Studies aimed to directly confirm (or refute) the notion are required. Nevertheless, we here provide a large suite of data and observations that are consistent with the suggestion that the primary trigger for malignancy is biological physics in the presence of a tumourigenic gene variation. The review noted, for example, that biological disruption of the ECM is temporally associated with cancer development \[[@CR14]\], the time profiles of mutations or cell divisions do not parallel that of cancer incidence \[[@CR19]\], there is an association between 'aged' tissue and tumourigenesis in individuals \[[@CR96]\], and reversal is possible by targeted interference with the ECM \[[@CR124]\].

Importantly, there are clinical examples where details are recently available enabling a demonstration of how this approach can explain a variety of observations. The first example is a study \[[@CR130]\] on high-grade serous ovarian carcinoma, the most common (75%) ovarian cancer. The study determined that p53 signatures and serous tubal intraepithelial carcinomas are precursors of ovarian carcinoma; they were detectable in fallopian tubes but full malignant behaviour of oncogenic variations (including of BRCA) was not evident until the cells had migrated to another environment in the ovary and surrounding tissues. The second environment supports survival and expansion, and is the site of inflammation and fibrosis \[[@CR131]\]. Thus in one environment an oncogenic mutation is not expressed but in another, fibrotic, environment it is and cancer develops i.e. the malignant process is first loaded and then triggered. The second example is related to asbestos-associated malignant mesothelioma. The latency from first exposure to asbestos is long \[[@CR132], [@CR133]\] with a median period of about 50 years \[[@CR134], [@CR135]\]. Inherited predisposition associated with asbestos-related malignant mesothelioma \[[@CR133], [@CR136]\] has been detected and germline mutations identified \[[@CR137]\] in a number of individuals with onset still after a long latency period. There is an inflammatory response, with alteration of collagen architecture and deposition in the local environment \[[@CR136], [@CR138]--[@CR140]\] and deep stromal invasion \[[@CR132]\]. Notably the changes are accompanied by increased methylation \[[@CR132]\], which points to functional aging \[[@CR96]\]. Again, loading followed by triggering is apparent. A third example is that of the two-stage initiation of childhood acute lymphoblastic leukaemia \[[@CR141]\]. An oncogenic mutation is acquired during fetal development in utero, but the development of a bacteria-induced change \[[@CR141]\] in the extracellular environment \[[@CR105], [@CR142], [@CR143]\] is necessary for actually triggering cancerous behaviour. Thus, the careful dissection of the pathology produced observations that are, again, consistent with the process suggested in this review. Together these observations indicate characteristics reported in diverse clinical studies that can be explained by a load-trigger mechanism.

The variation in expression of a particular oncogene between tissues may be at least partly controlled at the level of transcription factors, which are under environment-dependent control, a characteristic that confers tissue specificity on regulation systems \[[@CR144]\]. Transcription factors have been observed to respond to mechanical signals \[[@CR145]\], and their further binding to enhancer DNA elements \[[@CR146]\] can provide exquisite sensitivity to the expression of the functioning gene \[[@CR147]\]. Thus, biophysical variation affecting these factors may alter tumourigenic risk at a particular site \[[@CR144], [@CR145]\]. The tissue specificity of mechanosensitive signalling elements may therefore also explain, for example, the apparently low incidence of trauma-induced cancer. Further, as a result of tissue-specific modulation, the potency of the mechanism discussed in this paper may vary across tumour sites and other initiation processes may possibly be active.

Thus, the review adduces evidence of connections between the scales, from molecular scale with collagen as exemplar to nanotopography and all the way up to macroscale at tissue level. Some of the links have been only sparsely previously remarked upon, and often were only indirectly considered. It may be a symptom of both the certainty that mechanotransduction is important to cell behaviour and the hesitancy of articulating defined roles to the physical environment that mathematic modellers are attracted to the topic. Theoretical models are able to postulate the effects of the forces towards an understanding at the molecular or atomic level. It is plausible to recognise events so that stochastic and dynamic spatial states that are physiologically accurate are described \[[@CR4]\].

The initiation of the tumour may be established by positive feedback by, for example, increased tension as a result of ECM signals affecting the cytoskeleton, which itself alters the connection between cell and substrate \[[@CR5], [@CR65]\]. To analyse pathway and time dynamics that are involved, the intersection between signalling and mechanics is being computationally modelled by several approaches \[[@CR148]\]. Therefore the ECM appears to be a potential route for anticancer treatments. If properly selected, the targeted alteration will inhibit pathological activity. It may include repair of gene function (e.g. of a collagen gene variant), altering ECM composition (e.g. by affecting collagen production, via TGF), modifying polymer or protein chemistry or stereochemistry (e.g. reducing crosslinking and modulating rigidity or manipulating exposure of cryptic sites), or affecting collagen architecture and environment topography (e.g. by variation in LOX or MMP presence). The strategic targeting of upstream steps (at the ECM and its interactions with cells) may have substantially reduced risk of associated morbidities than with a drug that inhibits general proliferation, especially at the very early stages which is the focus of this review. The strength of the already assembled evidence from a range of studies with assorted aims encourages such a focus in new studies. Such studies that obtained details of ECM functioning would be highly valued because additional direct evidence is still required, such as for collagen density, alignment and networked architecture \[[@CR66], [@CR149]\]. The concept that a permissive environment is fundamental to tumour initiation has been nebulously proposed for several years. This review provides a coherent skeleton for discussing this opinion in the context of contemporary knowledge of biochemistry, genetics and biophysics.
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